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Overview 

Overview and 
key trends
Buy side shoulders more risk
A review of the current marketplace and the findings of the 2015 Chartis Key Trends in Buy-Side Risk Management survey revealed 
that key trends on the buy side included the irresistible rise of risk analysis and the chief risk officer’s importance in the firm, 
technological progress and the growth of risk-as-a-service models, and upheaval in operational and market structures
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Asset managers play an increasingly pivotal role in the financial system. They 
have assets under management (AUM) equal to 75% of global banking balance 
sheets, which makes them, in many ways, as systemically important as the banks. 

Buy-side firms are continuing to face a rapidly changing operating 
environment in which key drivers and principles are contradictory and conflicting: 
•  A demanding search for yield and returns within a challenging and non-

intuitive macroeconomic environment that needs performance to be measured 
more closely against risk appetite across a greater universe of assets. 

•  A continued need to comply with behavioural change and reporting 
requirements of multi-jurisdiction regulation, and market structure changes that 
will intrude more on the buy side as attention is turned towards it. 

•  A need for costs to be sustainably managed down to retain and win clients – 
who are now more insightful – and to satisfy shareholders. 

•  The buy side’s assumption of more sell-side asset ownership and, therefore, risk. 

These drivers have a profound effect on risk management and its technology, 
which require: 
•  ‘On-demand’, nimble risk management software platforms or services that 

support all parts of the enterprise. 
•  Broad asset class coverage, extensive risk factor analyses, a choice of pricing 

and analytic source code or high-level scripted libraries. 
•  A focus on supporting and contributing to investment decision-making, 

portfolio management and optimisation through configurable dashboards for 
analytics, stress testing and scenario analyses. 

•  Comprehensive, best-practice data management. 
•  Cross-fertilisation of software and services that come not only from the sell side 

and other financial services areas, but also from other industries and businesses. 

Several drivers of buy-side risk management have been identified – regulation, 
market structure changes and investor behaviour shifts. There has been little 
change in direction, and there have been increases in velocity and acceleration 
with some bumps along the way – but firms are still on the journey. What is 
clearer now is that the buy-side risk tools, while converging with the sell-side 
tools, will always remain somewhat different due to the exigencies of each 
group’s legacies, its inventory management, investor reporting, history of 
outsourcing and relative lack of skilled resources. 

Buy-side firms now also face a convergence of pressures: a dynamic, 
fragmented and competitive sector, the search for returns in a macro 
environment beset by low interest rates, and increased attention from regulators. 
Increasingly, buy-side firms view risk management technology as a strategic 
capability that enhances their investment decisions and makes them stronger 
and more competitive. Increasingly, they are also taking an enterprise-wide 
approach to risk management and now tend to emphasise processes that 
enhance investment strategies, diversify risk and create a best-practice platform 
for analysing markets, credit and liquidity risk management. This approach 
focuses on maximising return while remaining aware of profit and loss, and risk 
attribution through stress testing.

Key trends in buy-side risk management 
Responsive risk management is especially important at the moment. Financial 
markets are encountering new frontiers that have positive investment 
opportunities, as well as displaying volatile, non-intuitive behaviour. Central 
banks and regulators are proactive, which is leading to intended and unintended 
consequences. This report focuses on the buy-side impact of these trends and 
what they mean for buy-side risk management. 

The following sections set out Chartis’s key findings from a survey of 196 buy-
side firms from 32 different countries across the key regions of Europe, the Middle 

East and Africa (Emea) (45%), the Americas (38%) and Asia-Pacific (17%). 
The survey was sourced from a mixture of face-to-face interviews, online and 

in-depth phone conversations. Chief executive officers, chief financial officers, 
chief risk officers (CROs) and other C-level executives comprised 33% of the 
196-respondent sample size, with portfolio managers constituting the next-
largest segment at 27%. Firms typically had fewer than 5,000 employees (79%) 
and a selection of wealth managers, private banks, hedge funds and pension 
funds were interviewed, alongside institutional asset managers.

A wide range of AUM was evident in the survey sample, with 30% of firms in 
Emea stating “more than $100 billion”, 13% in the Americas and 17% in Asia-
Pacific. The majority of respondents fell into the $1 billion–$10 billion range. 

The most popular investment strategy being pursued was equities (75%), but 
most respondents had multi-asset strategies, and so other results included fixed 
income, active managed products, over-the-counter derivatives, private equity, 
and so on. 

The key trends outlined in the findings were as follows: 
•  Risk is being increasingly incorporated into the whole value chain. As buy-side 

firms realise the added value of risk analysis, the role of the CRO has become 
more salient. As well as increasing value, the integration of risk analytics into 
the value chain enables buy-side firms to better align investors with their 
desired risk appetite.

•  Risk technology continues to move toward a risk-as-a-service (RaaS) model. 
Many buy-side firms, which are HR-light and operate on fee-based models, are 
unable to create in-house solutions, so seek out RaaS offerings instead. Many 
vendors have embraced RaaS and it is now available in many forms – from 
cloud solutions to managed services offering full business process outsourcing.

•  Operational and market structures are changing. Firms view data not only as a 
regulatory requirement but also as an effective tool in strategic management. 
The adoption of risk data aggregation is taking hold in buy-side firms, which 
are looking for new ways to implement risk management systems, and 
increasing their focus on enterprise-wide and hybrid approaches to adopting 
technology. But there is still a time-lag between the point at which a buy-side 
firm takes on exposure and the point at which the risk management system 
reports it, so there is a continuing drive toward intraday reporting. 

•  Pressure from regulators and investors is increasing. As regulatory and 
investor focus broadens to include buy-side firms, this remains a key driver 
with reference to AIFMD, Form PF and Ucits IV. For their part, investors have 
become much more demanding and now expect a high level of transparency. 
Firms in the sector are also anticipating a drip-down effect of the Basel 
Committee on Banking Supervision’s principles for effective risk data 
aggregation and reporting – known as BCBS 239 – as well as the need to 
prepare for increased risk data aggregation capabilities and a heightened 
focus on capital and liquidity, particularly for insurance firms. ■ 

Overview
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Solutions landscape

The solutions 
landscape
Technology vendor strategies
Chartis Research explains that there is no one-size-fits-all solution to choosing a systems provider. Buy-side firms should build a better 
awareness of gaps in their technology and co-ordinate complementary processes to establish an optimum risk management approach
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The market for buy-side analytics 
is crowded with many enterprise 
and niche players. This is not 
surprising, as there are many types 
of buy-side firms with pronounced 
differences in size, trading style, risk 
philosophy, asset-liability structure, 
and portfolio and regulatory 
mandates. In addition to addressing 
regulatory requirements, firms want 
to implement best practices in risk 
management and governance, 
strategy and scenario assessments, 
and liquidity management. They need 
to know as much as possible about 
their portfolios, their organisations 
and their clients. 

Leading firms are balancing 
parallel tactical and strategic 
initiatives for compliance, 
regulation, cost reduction, platform 
enhancement and increased risk 
sophistication. They are looking 
forward – beyond compliance –  
with regulatory mandates to improve 
their platforms for repeatability 
and sustainability, to take the next 
step to using and leveraging the 
information in their systems to 
make better business decisions. 
Risk management and regulatory 
compliance is in the spotlight and 
client spending should be directed 
to include strategic investment 
and solutions enabling scalable 
architecture.

Mid-size institutions are likely to have lower volumes of bespoke 
transactions and business lines and are therefore more likely to use vendors 
with a lesser degree of customisation and lower total cost of ownership. Some 
of the more expensive trading system and life-cycle transaction management 
vendors were offering cost-conscious buy-side solutions, and are working on 
their relationship, service and pricing models – but most of the big decisions 
have already been made. Medium-sized and large asset managers are taking 
a more modular architectural approach by using internal/external software 
and services. 

Smaller vendors are targeting specific markets – including smaller 
institutions – using knowledge of the transaction base, mind-set and 
infrastructure to build relationships and address or complement core systems. 
Strategic partnerships may be created between vendors offering different 
capabilities – rules engines and accounting engines, for example – or larger 
players may acquire complementary players to gain market share. 

Execution and support requirements will be met by a number of companies 
and solutions. Cost is an issue, so service or cloud-based solutions are a growing 
part of most vendors’ businesses. Some offer private or shared clouds to handle 
integration, volume and processing requirements. A consistent data model, data 
governance and quality mapping tools, functional and logical architecture and a 
consistent governance framework will be key differentiators. 

The following aspects to the market 
should also be considered.

Vendors with point solutions
Some buy-side point solution vendors 
have expanded their offerings 
to address specific regulatory or 
market requirements by adding 
new components. These are usually 
predicated on added integration 
abilities to consume more granular 
data and allow aggregation and 
real-time business intelligence. 
These smarter engine and smart 
combinations provide risk calculation, 
credit valuation adjustment (CVA) 
calculation and stress testing. Some 
vendors have made the integration of 
collateral management and margin 
calculation priorities to support pre- 
and post-trade analytics. 

Buy versus build
The increased competitiveness of 
systems providers and the increasing 
complexity and velocity of markets 
and regulations have diminished the 
in-house build option. Generally, only 
the largest or smallest institutions 
can justify in-house development due 
to scale, complexity or cost savings, 
although they subject themselves to 
increasing maintenance costs, as well 
as potentially increased risk of late 
delivery, budget overruns and failing 

to meet user requirements. It is important to note there is a distinction between 
implementation, customisation and custom build. These often lack the proper 
levels of required documentation, and the business and IT owners may not have 
enough exposure to the overall market to make informed decisions. Additionally, 
auditors and regulators are increasingly demanding that internal systems be 
transparent. 

Front-to-back platform vendors
Most front-to-back platform vendors supply some combination of order 
management or trade entry/capture – including their own graphical user 
interface for individual trade entry or bulk upload via application programming 
interface and scripts – and incorporate financial reporting, regulatory and 
operational reporting. These typically include interfacing and integration to 
electronic exchanges or broker platforms and reference and market data 
systems, and have some version of a unified or persistent data model. Many 
vendors have built comprehensive integrated risk management platforms, 
which include pricing, limits setting, value-at-risk, stress testing and other 
related measures such as CVA and expected positive exposure. They have also 
built out additional risk/regulatory components – including Basel solutions 
with the data model linked to core processing – and can provide dynamic 
asset-liability management, liquidity risk, collateral management, regulatory 
capital and reverse stress testing. These vendors have deep market penetration 
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and have used their strategic relationships with key clients to develop their 
offering. Many of these platforms include coverage of the Dodd-Frank Act, 
Solvency II, the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (Mifid) and the 
European Market Infrastructure Regulation (Emir). They also integrate with 
other systems, such as collateral management, point solutions and business 
intelligence and reporting platforms. 

Current progress versus key gaps
Financial institutions need to consider how existing systems support their 
requirements, where it ‘hurts most’ and where they can gain the most from 
implementation of a new platform or process. Drivers can be market opportunity, 
regulatory compliance or business necessities such as new trading venues or 
financial products. This can help firms decide whether they need an enterprise 
system or whether best-of-breed service better matches their needs. A good 
decision-making process will include an analysis of their existing platform 
strengths, direction and sustainability, and whether it matches the firm’s desired 
future state. Analysis should include IT standards, organisational mandate, 
alignment, data management and governance. Data is at the heart of a firm’s 
ability to meet aggregation, calculation and reporting requirements and is 
essential for better decision-making. 

Enterprise versus best of breed
Enterprise solutions can lead to increases in efficiency and cost reduction, 
which are always a major concern for financial institutions. Enterprise solutions 
can also help to provide reliable information across the company and quicker 
processing of risk information. They can be easier to adapt to changing business 
or regulatory requirements, as each change need only be implemented once. 
They also tend to create a centralised high-quality risk or finance data repository 
with common definitions, common structures and associated auditability. Many 
financial institutions, however, find enterprise solutions expensive to buy and 
implement. The initial one-off costs – usually a combination of licence fees, 
professional service fees, and internal data integration and change management 
costs – can be a barrier. Furthermore, once implemented, the cost of switching 
vendors becomes very high for financial institutions, leading to increased supplier 
power in price negotiations for support, maintenance and upgrades. 

Best-of-breed vendors provide specialist knowledge in their chosen field 
and, therefore, their solutions tend to be functionally rich. Also, research and 
development budgets will be focused on their area of specialisation and not 
spread across many different features. New best-of-breed solutions can be 
implemented alongside old point solutions, without the need to ‘rip and replace’, 
which also protects earlier return on investment. 

Integrating several best-of-breed solutions is a key challenge: firms must 
ensure that the array of deployed software applications provides a consistent 
end-to-end risk management solution. Inadequate integration can lead to 
usability and performance issues, and possibly operational risk. Internal support 
models to maintain and support multiple best-of-breed solutions can also be 
challenging for many organisations. Creating a single point of internal ownership 
to identify and co-ordinate roles and responsibilities between multiple vendors 
and internal stakeholders can be a constraint on success.

Business environment and complexity of institutions
Financial institutions should consider regulations in their jurisdiction, as 
well as the impact of extraterritorial regulations that might affect them. The 
size and scope of business activity will also determine how sophisticated 
technology systems need to be. Tier 1 firms may need much stronger reporting 
and analytics, especially for liquidity, CVA and collateral optimisation, while 
smaller firms can get by with simpler solutions, as less complex and embedded 

derivatives books will reduce the analytics requirements by an order of 
magnitude. Firms with complex asset or liability structures and irregular 
payouts, such as pension funds, need the ability to ingest proprietary actuarial 
tables, requiring sophisticated systems to produce accurate sensitivity and 
hedging analysis. Diverse asset classes in multiple currencies also increase the 
complexity required to aggregate positions. Firms also need to establish how 
sensitive their portfolios are to intraday changes in value to see if they need 
near/real-time risk management capabilities. 

There is no perfect answer. Successful institutions need to mix and match 
solutions to address their specific requirements and reflect their technology and 
business strategies. Key considerations should include:
•  A strategy that helps to align and operationalise compliance, client 

management, research, portfolio management, risk, finance, treasury and 
C-level reporting and processes. Firms should establish a risk management 
platform that is aligned to their portfolio and investment management data 
strategy and strengthens the capabilities of asset management, product 
control, operations, valuation and the risk board. 

•  Incorporating a view of how each risk technology decision will address or align 
with the data challenges and strategies of the firm. Risk and compliance need 
to align with the governance, stewardship and integration strategy and meet 
its needs for increasing data volume, variety, velocity and flexibility. 

•  How the various risk technology options align with the firm’s risk management 
strategy and operating model over the next three to five years in terms of 
reporting requirements, risk analytics and linkages between risk, finance, 
treasury, client management and reporting.

•  How each technology option will address the firm’s specific requirements for 
stress tests, scenario management, reverse stress tests, tail risk, enterprise 
capital and collateral management, liquidity risk management and support 
business lines. 

•  How much ‘hand-holding’ does a firm require with regard to risk system 
integration and how much external domain knowledge and experience does it 
need? It is important that it chooses vendors and partners that can provide the 
right level of pre- and post-sales support and guidance. 

•  What types of vendor relationships are most appropriate for the firm –  a 
one-stop-shop solution with a single point of contact and support or a multi-
vendor point solution set, with the co-ordination and systems integration 
to be handled internally or outsourced to third-party professional services 
firms? Firms should review the strategic fit of vendors, as well as their 
financial stability, market vision and ability to stay up to date. Developing 
strong relationships with a vendor can result in input for product direction, 
enhancements, priority service, and so on. However, that must be measured 
by an evaluation of how vendor-dependent the firm can be and what 
mitigation the firm should have in place. 

•  Embrace open standards and the flexibility of the technology architecture. 
There is no one-size-fits-all solution and systems should be assessed for 
ease of customisation, configuration and ongoing updates for market and 
regulatory requirements. 

•  Do vendors and their solutions cater for the significantly different needs 
of the buy side? Can they integrate with prime brokers, custodians, order 
management systems, market data, clearing platforms, swap execution 
facilities and other financial market utilities? Does the firm need integration 
with collateral systems or electronic trading platforms? Can the results 
generated be consistent with what is presented to the client? 

•  Does the platform have a consistent data model? This will help firms lower 
compliance and maintenance costs, improve risk and returns analysis and 
improve business decisions. ■
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How would you characterise the current market environment for 
buy-side firms, and how has this affected demand for technology? 
Barry Lowe: There are several trends affecting buy-side investment and the 
demands for technology. These trends have been the norm for the past several 
years, but geopolitical events, such as Brexit and the election of the Trump 
administration, make the near future uncertain. It seems we are at a pivot point 
and the future direction will become clearer in the coming months. However, 
we expect demand for technology on the buy side to remain focused on the 
following areas:

  Regulation
Initially focused on mandatory interfaces to new institutions – swap execution 
facilities, clearing houses, confirmation services, repositories, and so on, as well 
as know-your-customer initiatives – regulation is now increasingly concentrating 
on validation of internal risk models, pre-trade execution cost analytics and 
workflows surrounding uncleared over-the-counter transactions.

Migration of traders to the buy side
As banking proprietary trading desks shut down as a result of regulation, we 
have witnessed a migration of financial and commodities traders to the buy 
side. In banking these traders had high expectations for best-of-breed risk 
management solutions, whereas the buy side focused more on breadth of 
coverage. As the traders have moved to investment firms, they are bringing with 
them their expectations for superior risk management solutions. Also, since buy-
side firms tend to have smaller IT budgets and fewer staff, they are expecting 
out-of-the-box solutions and workflows that require minimal customisation.

 Focus on collateral management
New mandates taking effect in 2016 and 2017 have changed the overall nature 
of collateral management. The focus on collateral availability is firm-wide, 
ensuring there are enough high-quality assets available to meet the competing 
demands for them throughout the firm. Optimisation and an enterprise-wide 
view of collateral needs are increasingly important. Daily margining, changes to 
legal agreements, new haircut schemes, portfolio allocation limits and dispute 
tracking are putting pressure on IT to update current systems and assist users 
with automated workflows in a ‘real’ system, as opposed to spreadsheets.

 Search for increased investment returns
Low and negative interest rates are leading investment managers to look at new 
and emerging markets to enhance their returns, and investment mandates are 

expanding to cover new products. Systems must be able to accommodate local 
market practices and the idiosyncrasies of these new products.

Lower cost of ownership
Lower returns, increased capital costs and investment in regulatory solutions are 
causing a drag on the bottom line. Firms are looking for ways to lower the cost 
of ownership of IT systems by automating workflows, consolidating solutions or 
implementing pay-as-you-go implementations in the cloud.

 Security
Cyber security is a major concern. Firms are increasingly focusing on adding 
encryption capabilities and creating firewalls around the system itself and access 
to the data within the system.

Why should buy-side firms prioritise enterprise-wide system 
rationalisation in this type of market environment? What are  
the benefits?
Barry Lowe: Given recent geopolitical events, it is entirely possible that we will 
see some relaxation of regulatory mandates in the market, but how will regulatory 

Revitalising risk technology
Enhanced enterprise-wide data solutions
The buy side is steeling itself against geopolitical change, a barrage of regulation and cyber threats. Single-source data and a cohesive risk 
technology programme are must-haves but can come at a cost, writes Barry Lowe, senior presales manager at Openlink

Barry Lowe
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reporting change? Firms must still make decisions based on current legislation.
When looking for system replacements, financial institutions need a system 

that can nimbly manage these changes through configuration by either the firm 
or its providers. In addition, should regulation changes allow firms to return to 
their old activities, they may look to weigh solutions that provide multi-asset 
class solutions to help with their speed to market. Essentially, having the right 
technology system to scale with changes in the business, markets, regulation 
and asset classes will give them a competitive advantage. The fewer systems and 
providers, the easier to adjust to regulatory changes such as Basel III.

Apart from the data itself, organisations that trade derivatives are better 
served through a consolidated risk system. By having the full picture, 
organisations can look at the best possible hedging strategies and identify 
where natural internal hedges exist, in turn driving their transaction costs down. 

In commodity-intensive corporates, where procurement and treasurers hedge 
independently, there is much wasteful investment and, in some instances, 
the organisation can gain unnecessary risk. In this case, the buy side is better 
served by having single consolidated risk management systems that serve both 
procurement and treasury. 

Given the unpredictable future and past experience, firms are realising that 
integration is complex and time-consuming, and requires them to field larger 
IT resources to support multiple systems at once. This applies not only to IT 
infrastructure, but to IT staff with system-specific experience. By looking to 
consolidate systems, firms are able to better manage IT resources and reduce the 
complexity of extracting and standardising data across systems. This in turn can 
reduce reconciliation errors and make the data consistent, timely and accurate. 
End-users have a richer experience by utilising a single system, allowing them to 
access and retrieve the data required quickly and accurately. 

How should buy-side firms approach the issue of risk system 
integration? What are the key considerations for companies 
currently contemplating an update or even an overhaul in this part 
of the business?
Barry Lowe: Taking an enterprise-wide approach to risk system integration 
is highly recommended for many reasons. First, leveraging a single source of 
data provides a more consistent, timely and accurate set of results. Second, by 
utilising the same models, scenarios and market data, results are consistent 
across asset classes. This also reduces the need to aggregate and standardise 
across applications, both for input and output results.

When considering integrating risk into your technology stack, the first key 
factor is the ability of your risk system to support the current needs, your future 
business growth and market developments such as intraday credit risk or 
end-of-day value results. As the business grows and evolves, it is important to 
have a system that is easily configured, modular and extensible, without the 
need for an upgrade or a lengthy and costly development project. Obviously, 
avoiding integration completely would be better. Having a system that manages 
risks from front to back office on a single platform provides a greater degree of 
transparency and reduces the costs of integration and ongoing support.

How important is an enterprise-wide risk culture to the 
successful development and implementation of an integrated risk 
infrastructure, and why?
Barry Lowe: Understanding the value of an enterprise-wide risk system is 
critical to a firm’s successful implementation. Breaking down silos between 
businesses or divisions and integrating risk on a single platform will enable 
firms to achieve complete risk visualisation across the enterprise. It also provides 
consistency in the data set and the ability to shock- and stress-test across all 
portfolios and see the financial and regulatory impacts at once.

How does the use of a single source of data enhance this 
approach?
Barry Lowe: Having a single source of data allows firms to remove interfaces 
and trade duplication across multiple systems; for example, manually entering 
data into a trading system, risk system, confirmation matching system, treasury 
system, accounting system, and so on. Instead, a trade is entered once and 
maintains its integrity and auditability through time so that any changes made 
to the trade are stored in a historical data trail. 

By providing this single source of truth, the user has confidence the data 
is accurate and is not second-guessing or adjusting for differences between 
applications. Users can then spend more of their time providing value-added 
analysis rather than looking for and correcting data errors or omissions. A single 
source of data helps cohesion between front office, risk officers and back office, 
resolves problems more readily and fosters better working relationships. 

What options are available for buy-side organisations that wish 
to revitalise their risk technology to address current and future 
market conditions? 
Barry Lowe: Some vendors offer point solutions to address specific one-
off needs such as valuations, performance management, risk analytics and 
accounting. Far fewer vendors can call themselves an ‘enterprise-wide risk 
management solution’, and fewer still are considered extensible systems that 
can easily grow and evolve as your business does, without significant investment 
and capital expenditure. 

Another option is to outsource all or part of your risk management to a risk-
as-a-service (RaaS) provider. This type of service works well with a small vanilla 
portfolio, but becomes more challenging and expensive with complex portfolios. 
As part of its cloud strategy, Openlink offers RaaS, allowing clients to send deals 
and data from Openlink or third-party systems for risk calculations and reporting 
such as mark-to-market, sensitivities, value-at-risk and stress testing. This allows 
Openlink to expand its offering for clients that have one or multiple trading 
systems in silos to achieve consolidated risk reporting while improving both its 
accuracy and performance as outlined above.

Openlink has a unique value proposition: we provide risk management 
solutions across multiple markets – energy, commodities, financial services and 
corporate treasury. The depth of our platform can be appreciated in the ability 
to manage both physical and financial commodity risk, as well as financial risk 
for derivatives or multi-asset fixed income. The breadth of the Openlink solution 
is seen in our modular approach to managing every stage of the transaction 
life cycle – trading, confirmation, collateral management, risk management, 
settlements and payments, accounting/hedge accounting, and so on. 

Openlink can be delivered as an installed, on-premise solution or as a cloud 
solution – public or private – to suit the needs of the clients. Currently we are 
seeing an uptick in cloud implementation projects as the cost to host within the 
cloud is comparable with, if not less expensive than, an on-premise installation. 
Typically, it also allows projects to ramp up more quickly, as there is no need to 
procure IT infrastructure and additional connectivity. ■

Contact 
Barry Lowe • Senior Presales Manager
Openlink
E info@openlink.com
T +1 516 227 6600
www.openlink.com
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Best practice

Establishing a firm-wide risk strategy 
The 2015 Chartis Key Trends in Buy-Side Risk Management Survey found 
that 89% of respondents view risk management as an integral and crucial 
component of investment strategy. However, a large disparity exists between 
participants understanding the importance of risk and the reality of day-to-day 
execution within their firms. 

The results of the survey and qualitative interviews show that the role and 
function of risk management is changing. The emphasis is shifting away from a 
middle-office regulatory obligation or periodic client reporting towards a more 
dynamic, intraday, cross-asset, investment supporting function closely observed 
by regulators. There is a more challenging, volatile and non-intuitive political-
economic-legal environment to perform in. 

The aspiration to an integrated, enterprise-wide approach has been 
hampered over the last few years by ‘licence to operate’ issues over 
implementing rules laid down by, among others, the Dodd-Frank Act, Emir, 
AIFMD and Mifid, and worrying about new market structures without much 
budget or many resources left over. 

Now, highly unusual politico-economic conditions, disruptive changes in 
market competitiveness, new business models and continuing IT innovation have 
been added to the mix. Best-practice risk management success factors that were 
identified can be summarised as follows: 

•  Establish a strategy with clear objectives 
•  Define and shape the strategy with short and long-term goals 
•  Achieve the strategy by implementing supporting processes and controls 
•  Measure and manage by establishing a nimble, integrated risk infrastructure 
•  Set up independent governance metrics and oversight procedures 
•  Support the establishment of a sustainable company-wide ‘risk culture’. 

Different companies are at different stages along these best-practice pathways. 
Most had only successfully executed departmentally or as a light-touch 
company-wide project. There is patchy best practice in, for example, dedicated 
front-office risk oversight, clear policies, process improvements, education 
and technology support. The determination of senior management and risk 
technology support seem to be the key influencers. 

Some chief risk officers (CROs) have led intense company-wide, multi-year 
risk culture transformation programmes. They are relying on a managed service 
risk reporting provider to upgrade their technology to ‘catch up’ and deliver on-
demand requirements to a newly refreshed ‘risk aware’ organisation. “The best 
way of keeping the regulator at bay is to have a strategic, company-wide role for 
risk management ... it’s an essential part of a cultural change programme,” said 
one respondent. 

Other CROs and participants in the report have been more hands-on, 

Best practice
Transforming risk culture
A successful best-practice risk management infrastructure requires on-demand processing, strong governance – and a firm-wide 
cultural change that plants risk awareness at the heart of intraday decision-making
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implementing, upgrading and customising company-wide risk technology 
platform or services architecture themselves with a range of plug-and-play 
technology options, some with software-as-a-service (SaaS) options. 

Larger firms have focused on the risk cultural transformation path because 
their IT risk infrastructures are often complex and sclerotic, while smaller 
organisations have emphasised technology platform change. Both have suffered 
from inadequate personnel resources and programme leadership.

A firm-wide risk culture should be supported by a risk platform 
Risk awareness, the financial services’ new ‘mindfulness’, should be encouraged 
as part of the corporate psychology of a best-practice buy-side firm. It was a 
common theme among respondents that the same accurate, responsive risk 
management analytics and reporting systems and procedures should be shared 
across all departments. Risk management is for everyone. 

Investment decision-making tools have rarely integrated with middle-office 
risk managers’ analytics and reporting tools in the past. Risk dashboards 
should be shared between departments such as portfolio management, risk 
management, compliance and senior management, but are usually retrospective 
or ex-post, as they simulate too clumsily for quick investment decision-making. 
Risk management personnel usually participate in investment decisions, but their 
software and information platforms do not. 

Portfolio managers use, or now aspire to use, shared ex-ante and ex-post risk 
management software, analytics data, reporting and resources integrated with 
their investment management decision-making infrastructure and tools.

This paradigm can be applied to other departments such as operations, 
collateral management, treasury and client relationship management. The 
majority of respondents had a clear appetite to invest in this either through 
increased budgets or by reallocating costs through savings and efficiencies.

On-demand – The need for speed and nimbleness 
Having on-demand information is an essential characteristic identified by survey 
respondents for both tactical investment decision-making and portfolio risk 
management. 

The need for more processing power was particularly highlighted by portfolio 
managers and risk managers in medium and large institutional asset managers, 
hedge funds, pension funds and sovereign wealth funds, and who vividly 
described recent politico-economic uncertainties and the new frontier conditions 
associated with quantitative easing being switched ‘on’ and ‘off’. There are also 
negative interest rates, non-intuitive inflation, stagflation and deflation threats, 
and energy price extremes to contend with. This correlates to a need to service 
clients and senior management with relevant information on performance and 
modify risk appetites in a faster-moving investment environment. On-demand 
simulation, scenario management and stress testing are essential.

There is much debate and confusion about what the term ‘on-demand’ actually 
means on the buy and sell sides; interpretations vary in the financial services 
food chain about how quick a transaction needs to be. It can be interpreted as 
meaning the real-time, almost instant speeds usually found in high-volume, high-
frequency trading strategies that are measured in milliseconds. Or as event-driven 
exposures and analytic data that usually operate in seconds or minutes depending 
on the size of portfolio, asset class, analytic tool, model and IT infrastructure 
installed. Finally, on-demand describes a timescale of a few minutes or a few 
hours, according to the dependencies mentioned above. 

This on-demand processing is now the minimum aspired performance level 
for a buy-side integrated risk management platform. Most buy-side respondents 
interviewed for this report want to move to this level of responsiveness within 
the next few years, if they do not possess this capability already.

On-demand performance can still result in a daily or weekly report being 

produced, depending on the investment style, economic environment events 
and cost sensitivity considerations of the firm. Risk management software 
vendors focused on SaaS or managed services factor these options into their 
commercial propositions.

Integration – Joining it all up 
Achieving such a responsive risk-managed enterprise demands perpetual 
joined-up thinking. Improving one area is no good if a problem is simply moved 
downstream, creating a bottleneck elsewhere. 

There are tight interdependencies between investment policy, performance, 
pricing, risk management, benchmarking, client mandates, limits, collateral 
management and treasury. Available risk information needs to reflect market 
data, up-to-date portfolios and multiple simulations – ideally on an integrated 
technology architecture.

Chartis has already alluded to the need for strategic objective setting – to set 
up a strong risk culture, good governance, process management and ‘license 
to operate’ regulatory and compliance procedures. Prerequisites for these 
objectives are: 
•  Multiple asset class coverage 
•  Risk data aggregation and reporting
•  Multiple risk categories and measurement capabilities. 

Multiple asset classes
As riskier investment strategies are pursued, trickier instruments are used. Firms 
need greater asset class coverage and more diversity of instruments within asset 
classes. There is now a greater use or aspired use of alternative investments, 
property, infrastructure or commercial lending, requiring ‘synthetic’ instruments 
and integrated subsystems to model and measure complex ‘waterfall’ and 
optional structures. 

More buy-side companies – and not just the more innovative hedge funds 
and exotic boutiques – are filling in the gaps left over by the sell-side retreat 
from its traditional investment and financing activities. These additional 
investment strategies require new hires, additional technology and process 
changes as well as additional risk measures. Notably, most of the new people, 
processes and technology are coming from the sell side. This was particularly 
noticeable in interviews with Middle East respondents who were making sell-
side hires as well as increasing lending and infrastructure portfolios. The recent 
energy price downturns were encouraging more predictive modelling, but this 
was, reluctantly, being resourced externally.

Risk data aggregation
It is easier, but less flexible, for the majority of the buy side to aggregate risk 
measures using an integrated ‘one-stop-shop’ multi-asset platform, whether as 
on-premise software – in-house or vendor sourced – SaaS or managed services. 
An alternative is to aggregate normalised, sensitivities-based, profit-and-loss 
vectors from different source subsystems to an independent data aggregation 
engine. This often requires a disproportionate investment of costs and resources. 
However, large and upper-middle-sized sell-side companies, large hedge funds 
and institutional asset managers have the size and economies of scale to absorb 
these implementation, technology and maintenance costs.

Multiple risk measures and metrics
If a buy-side firm pursues new investment strategies, new asset classes and 
new instruments in existing asset classes, it will need additional metrics and 
measurement procedures. Many of these are delivered by specialist external 
agencies, new software packages and internally developed subsystems often 
written in high-level languages like Mathlab, Python, R or Excel. ■

Best practice
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Risk categories  
and risk factors
Keeping pace with change
Respondents to the Chartis Key Trends in Buy-Side Risk Management Survey highlighted several key risk factors – some of them, such 
as market risk and liquidity risk, taking on new importance as buy-side portfolios widen in scope and complexity to include unfamiliar 
sectors. Clean, high-quality data will be the crucial factor in the success of firms in managing risk and regulation 
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Risk categories & risk factors

The Chartis Key Trends in Buy-Side Risk Management Survey results describe 
clearly how most buy-side firms are raising their game to cover all risk 
categories and measure more risk factors. This continues the trends evident 
over the past few years, when individual risk categories and their factor 
measurement became necessary and fashionable for investment mandates such 
as credit risk, credit valuation adjustment and more detailed stress testing and 
performance attribution.

Market risk
What stands out is the increasing importance the buy side places on more 
sophisticated market risk measurements and its willingness to invest more 
money and time into them. This is reflected in improvements in valuation of 
illiquid instruments, more sophisticated stress testing, more scenario analyses, 
decomposition of volatility and tracking error, and more rigorous backtesting. 
Value-at-risk (VAR) is seen more as a client or senior management reporting 
‘comfort food’, or is being enhanced and replaced with conditional VAR 
or expected shortfall stress testing. These trends are also influenced by 
regulation or their anticipated demands and the crossover effects from the 
sell side.

Liquidity risk
Another trend exhibited by the survey and interviews was the increasing 
importance of measuring and managing liquidity risk and its close correlation 
with profit and loss, market risk and credit risk. Liquidity risk reporting is required 
for the Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive, Form PF and Ucits IV 
regulations and, by most accounts, is not demanding. Traditionally, large asset 
managers and, in particular, highly leveraged, volatile big hedge funds with 
significant exchange-traded derivatives clearing obligations would simulate cash, 
liquidity, margin and redemption forecasts. 

Most asset managers and their treasuries used to be more relaxed about 
liquidity risk – except about redemption simulation – often using cash for 
collateral, for example, where ‘cheaper-to-deliver’ instruments were available. 
Market conditions and sentiment have changed with the rapid reduction of 
market liquidity in fixed income, for example. Dealer-brokers have reduced 
inventories because of the slimming down of available economic and regulatory 
capital. Market participants face the prospect of increased and more frequent 
margin and collateral calls, which – at the least – will increase costs. Some asset 
management and insurance firms have significantly increased their lines of credit 
and are therefore facing potentially higher debt-servicing costs, causing them to 
improve their liquidity buffer simulations and counterbalancing. This is perceived 
as one of the areas in which regulators might become more intrusive in buy-side 
firms in the near future.

Fixed income 
The fixed-income segment warranted notice: there was frequent mention during 
interviews of wanting to improve the availability of fixed-income analytics. This 
is paralleled by a general movement to simulate a more complex and broader 
universe of bonds and assess the impact of illiquidity and all bond events. There 
is also a strong desire to validate and understand broker or Bloomberg prices 
and analytics, which are not always transparent. 

This tendency will only increase as automated fixed-income trading initiatives 
mature and all market participants seek to reduce costs. Bond liquidity pressures 
will also increase as broker-dealers continue to reduce their inventories because 
of regulatory capital constraints, central banks’ quantitative easing and increasing 
calls for qualifying collateral. 

It is interesting to note that several Asian respondents emphasised their 

concerns about low yields and potentially lower liquidity in less risky fixed-
income products. Several mentioned their preference for an increased use 
of exchange-traded funds, which was encouraging more transparency and 
instrument ‘look-through’ in risk management systems from clients and internal 
risk management.

Over-the-counter market structure changes 
The over-the-counter (OTC) market structure changes that satisfy the Group 
of 20’s post-crash commitments, made in Pittsburgh in 2009, have so far 
only imposed bureaucratic derivative reporting demands on the buy side. 
The pain of implementation has largely been absorbed by US and European 
asset managers and it has been seen by the marketplace as a manageable 
overhead. Some regions, such as South Africa and New Zealand, had very low 
regulatory and OTC market structure reform impacts. Central counterparty 
clearing houses (CCPs) and sell-side swaps execution facilities, as well 
as systematic internalisers and organised trading facilities – effectively, 
everything missed last time under the Markets in Financial Instruments 
Directive – have had to do all the heavy lifting so far, but there is much more 
to come. 

Most of the buy side did not have to deliver many changes during 2015, 
but it should be preparing for a tsunami of mandatory processing, pricing and 
analytical changes through to 2019. Many of these changes are contradictory or 
undefined at this stage.

The buy side will need to hit the ground running with nimble, on-demand 
derivatives risk management platforms or services that can help optimise 
decision-making by portfolio managers and back offices about pricing, cross 
margining, collateral management, funding and clearing. Minimum margin 
requirements will probably increase on non-cleared derivatives, although 
optimised collateral management and new risk reduction services, such as 
compression, can mitigate this. 

It is not all bad news for the buy side: there will be greater market 
transparency, increased product standardisation and a broader choice of trading 
and clearing venues. Bid-ask spreads will tighten for cleared derivatives and there 
will be reduced bilateral exposures, credit and counterparty risk as they will be 
‘owned’ by the CCPs.

Data quality – A critical success factor 
Sharing the same clean, timely enterprise data was seen as being indispensable 
for successful investment decision support and operational integrity – the chain 
of risk management is only as strong as its weakest link. This is closely aligned 
to the importance of transparency and granularity – many firms are still utilising 
opaque ‘black box’ analytics and data management processes. 

Tier 1 organisations have well-established and centralised data quality 
initiatives. Usually, these adequately handle time series, market data, 
rates, simple curves, securities, indexes content, reference data, customer, 
counterparty and legal entity identifier (LEI) data. Common weaknesses  
tend to centre around handling complex curves, surfaces, correlation matrices 
and scenarios. 

There are still significant ongoing investments to sustain these functions, as 
well as keep up with change. All segments of the market are using or seriously 
considering using third-party data management service providers. Regulatory 
bodies are progressively introducing mandatory LEI standards, and the Enterprise 
Data Management Council is pushing for further standardisation. For smaller 
players and the rest of the market, the quickest and often the most efficient way 
of ensuring data quality is to use an external service provider or a utility with 
‘last mile’ application-specific cleaning. ■
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Executive summary
As derivatives markets transform to comply with regulation, financial institutions 
are facing data, valuation, risk mitigation and transaction reporting challenges. 
Global regulators have imposed a burdensome oversight on the amount and 
quality of collateral or margin that is applied as insurance against derivatives 
transactions collapsing and spurring financial crises. But these new restrictions 
are draining the collateral pool at financial services firms and changing the 
nature of collateral management.

Collateral management is no longer restricted to monitoring and tracking 
collateral movements and negotiating legal agreements. Traders and others 
within a trading enterprise must implement optimal collateral management that 
stretches from the front to the back office. In addition, a growing number of 
corporates participating in derivatives markets are under pressure to optimise 
their collateral and margining activities.

Industry challenges
The global regulatory overhaul for initial margin (IM) on swaps – cleared and 
non-cleared – has been sweeping and unrelenting. In addition, the Basel III 
accords are pressuring banks to make better capital-withholding provisions to 
avoid a collateral crisis.

Some of the major impacts have been an increase in demand for high-
quality collateral that can wreak havoc as firms panic and sell off positions at a 
disadvantage if they cannot secure the right collateral.

Ultimately, firms are realising that they are paying a heavy price for not 
optimising the management of collateral. Towards that end, the first step 
is to gain an enterprise-wide view of it, which will help firms enrich their 
margining skills.

Adopting this wider scope requires a database that encompasses collateral 
ownership by business unit, location, eligibility grading accepted by each 
counterparty, associated haircut mappings, current usage, re-hypothecation 
eligibility, current valuation and the collateral’s historical and expected volatility. 
This is a tall order, even for firms with a manageable group of credit support 
annexes (CSAs), although prudent risk management would necessitate this 
course of action regardless of mandates.

Data management
The need for a database engine harks back to the key challenge of controlling 
collateral: data management. Streaming-rate market data plays a role in the 
real-time determination of current collateral desirability based on costs and 
volumes. But it does not eliminate the need for liquidity risk-monitoring tools 
essential for anticipating future collateral requirements.

Gathering an enterprise-wide view for collateral management requires open 
access to the data on assets flowing in and out of a firm and across multiple 
clearing houses, brokers and custodians. These elements are needed in order to 
piece together a composite view of what is available, where and at what cost. 
Fortunately, in the US, this information is readily available, unlike in Europe where 
there are gaps across jurisdictional lines creating challenges for accessing the 
cross-border collateral information that European entities are required to report.

Another data-gathering challenge has been underscored by corporates that 
need to synthesise their fuel risk management and related treasury activities. 
Pulling together related but disconnected data and functions has become 
essential for streamlining operations and treasury activities such as dealing, 
risk management, cash liquidity and working capital management, back-office 
operations, corporate finance and insurance. Companies are also under pressure 
to consolidate and analyse information from previously separate silos.

In conjunction with the new demands on collateral, this transition to a new 
world of derivatives trading will involve new, stringent reporting requirements for 
clearing, margining and collateral management.

High-quality collateral
Given the reach of the new regulatory framework, participants in derivatives 
markets will have to deliver high-quality collateral, whether the instruments are 
centrally cleared or are complex, illiquid bilateral transactions. The front office 
must be responsible for guiding the firm toward the best use of collateral, and 
the operations staff must oversee the movement of collateral with greater 
frequency. Firms will also have to refine their strategic decision-making processes 
through scenario-testing exposures of collateral needs. They must also take a 
proactive posture in valuing collateral and simulating a distribution of change in 
value intraday. These steps are essential if firms want to compete successfully in 
highly volatile and rapidly changing markets.

A sensible optimisation strategy would restrict the use of cash. Among the 
options that should be available to firms include the deployment of non-cash 
assets in varying tolerances, recognising G4 currencies as cash collateral, 
exploiting assets with the most favourable eligibility, minimal haircut treatment 
and exchange-rate-only risk.

Undoubtedly, these new collateralisation requirements will have an impact 
upon trading strategies and portfolio management practices by fostering 
initiatives to review counterparty agreements and commence CSA restructurings 
when it is to a firm’s advantage.

Straight-through processing links to clearing
Seamless connectivity to clearing houses is a precondition for effective collateral 

Optimising collateral management 
in a new era of regulation 
Unrelenting regulation has transformed collateral management from a back-office chore into a central business function that requires 
firms to rethink workflows, reassess IT infrastructures and revamp operating models, says Openlink. Delivering high-quality collateral is 
now an integral factor in a business’ risk management strategy and a spur to technological innovation
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management of cleared over-the-counter (OTC) instruments. It increases product 
coverage and facilitates the comparison of margining costs. Through connectivity, 
a high level of straight-through processing (STP) can handle the intensity 
and frequency of the inevitable central counterparty margin calls. A reliable 
connectivity provider also mitigates the risk of link outages and the costly 
repercussions of being locked out of markets.

Connectivity also helps firms utilise the benefits of clearing houses, which 
include margin models, immediate feedback to changes in margin amounts 
and access to methodologies, rule books and haircut levels. It provides visibility 
for the client and the clearer, enabling an instantaneous notification of margin 
requirement changes. A connectivity solution for participants enables low- to no-
cost switching between a central counterparty/clearing house (CCP) or clearing 
members, while also providing a full audit trail to track trade status throughout 
the day (figure 1).

Fees and margin requirements
Margining and fee-related considerations across CCPs are beginning to take their 
toll on the profitability of trading businesses. Margin and funding requirements 
are adding to the costs of each transaction where posting collateral is required. 
The objective should be to balance risk concentration at a particular CCP with 
netting effects and margin requirements, particularly if there are eligibility, 
concentration or haircut differences among clearing organisations. To rectify the 
situation, some CCPs and market participants are exploring portfolio margining.

In addition, real STP for the validation of margin calls is possible via direct 
connections to CCPs, supported by vendors or internal IT departments that 
supply synced margin modelling tools for pre-trade, decision-making and post-
trade checks.

Business impacts
To view exposure across all funds, firms will have to upgrade their margin 
processing and collateral systems (figure 2). They will need views of the largest 

holdings in the portfolio by security type and issuer across multiple funds, 
coupled with the ability to identify shared assets. These features are now 
standard capabilities among vendors.

As optimal collateral management is a front- to back-office and beyond 
discipline operation, collateral usage will become an integral and growing factor 
in a firm’s financial and risk management strategy. Technology that focuses 
on improved back-office functionality is increasingly viewed as a competitive 
advantage. Implementing an automated system and workflow will accelerate 
confirmation of deals and margin amounts, thus mitigating potential delays, 
minimising errors through manual intervention and further facilitating real-
time capabilities.

Yet the information that resides in the back office needs to be easily accessed by 
front-office trading desks on an intraday or more frequent basis. This will provide 
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data on collateral values for liquidity assessments. On the accounting side, reports 
or views related to assets already deployed must be made available to users.

Ideally, firms should be able to view margin and collateral data in a holistic 
report that also provides granular information. After the execution decision, 
the ability to rapidly allocate collateral and optimise its use can be achieved by 
employing team-based leadership or a central collateral-use decision-maker. 
Efficiency in tracking, monitoring and managing collateral inventories globally 
and across business lines provides a complete picture of eligible collateral held 
across all systems. This is essential to making optimal use of cash and collateral 
(figure 3).

Increasing complexity
Funding margin requirements drives the need for sophisticated collateral 
management analytics and pricing capabilities. First-order margin analytics that 
replicate, validate and forecast CCP margin calculations on a real-time basis are 
needed to evaluate the impact of new trades and market changes on existing 
portfolios. Second-order analytics are needed to optimise the allocation of available 
collateral when meeting margin calls. While haircuts are calibrated to guarantee 
a high level of confidence for extreme market conditions, they are not sufficient 
because collateral price levels can rapidly change, as they have numerous times in 
the past decade, most recently during the October 2013 US default scare. 

Increased margin requirements are a guard against fluctuating valuations. To 
determine collateral value ranges, firms must apply second-order analytics and 
scenario testing for probable volatile instances/periods using reliable bond data. 
Although the principles of valuation of positions and margin calls are highly 
standardised for cross-asset coverage and valuation, mandates require that 
banks have a more flexible analytics framework. Analytics can also prove helpful 
in the efficient acquisition, management, monitoring and distribution of real-
time and reference data across an organisation. Firms will need to push forward 
customised, strategic collateral decisions based on their assets and obligations 
to achieve the desired bottom-line results, which will be directly affected by the 
quality of the real-time and reference data.

Optimal cross-product margining 
Cross-product margining is not always a viable solution for many firms. With 
many clearing companies specialising in specific asset classes, CCP cross-product 
support is effectively non-existent. Where it is available, the margin spike 
from unwinding or adding new positions creates the need for additional risk 
monitoring and strategic planning ahead of risk taking. 

A common example is the strategy of hedging credit and rates swaps or 
futures, which can generate a margin savings when positions are neutralised or 
duration matched. In a cleared versus non-cleared scenario in rates, the cleared 
position will not offer offsets, leaving the non-cleared position counterparty 
to set up specific documentation to permit access to the cleared portfolio to 
monitor the hedge effectiveness. This process is evolving rapidly. However, for 
now, it is unlikely that technology will provide views of all clearing house and 
brokerage portfolios. Collateral management efficiency is dependent on the 
ability to value positions, collateral and margins in real time in any cross-

product margining workflow. Cross-margining proponents cite reduced IM and 
remaining net risk amounts for uncleared positions as the ideal goal. 

Cross-position net margin values are significantly lower on a portfolio level 
than if calculated separately for each cleared and uncleared position. Therefore, 
being able to net positions across different client and trading portfolios 
reduces costs and potentially mitigates risks; however, this area is still under 
development. To one extent, cross-product collateralisation occurs in a default 
where a position’s margin in one asset-class allocation is used to cover the 
defaulting party’s shortfall in another asset class. As volumes grow, complexity 
increases, particularly when collateral is calculated cross-asset or cross-entity.

Best practices
Effective collateral workflows
As global regulators restructure the industry, a margining framework 
for non-cleared derivatives has emerged from the Basel Committee on 
Banking Supervision (BCBS) and the International Organization of Securities 
Commissions (Iosco).

The framework was slated to take effect in September 2016, and it 
is intended that European regulation is put in place in phases, with IM 
requirements coming to the fore over a four-year period. New variation margin 
obligations are slated to take effect in March 2017.

In conjunction with the BCBS/Iosco framework, the International Swaps and 
Derivatives Association (Isda) is developing an IM model dubbed the standard 
IM model (Simm). Isda and industry participants report that they are working 
to refine, test, approve and validate the Simm so that it will be ready for the 
international deadlines.

As the industry shifts to new rules and deadlines, firms still need to calculate 
and manage independent amount (IA) levels, which must be above the 
mark-to-market value of a trade or portfolio. The IA is intended to counter 
the future exposure or credit risk that might emerge between margin call 
calculation periods.

This IA or IM is unilaterally posted to a swaps dealer in a non-cleared trade. 
Traditionally, bilateral collateral agreements derived IAs from credit ratings, but 
increasingly firms are looking to value the necessary IAs with more specific rules 
and analytics that more closely mimic those of clearing houses.

The CSA is required to collect variation margin from and post to each 
counterparty that is a swaps entity or a financial end-user on or before the end 
of each business day following the day of execution of the swap and until the 
swap is terminated or expires.

In volatile markets in particular, the IA needs to cover intraday mark-to-market 
changes and reflect the correct risk at any point in time. Presently, IA is required 
from both bilateral counterparties in a non-cleared position. Bilateral collateral 
agreements enjoy static haircuts for a predefined list of acceptable collateral and 
can be negotiated for different frequencies of collateral calls. The market has 
developed standard CSA documentation limiting optionality, but regulation does 
not yet require traditional CSA agreements to be phased out.

For IM, calculators are used to determine and validate margin call amounts. 
The margin methodology is typically restricted to the standard margin schedule, 
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but, for regulatory approved firms demonstrating a high degree of risk 
management capability, an internal model method is permitted, which is 9–18% 
of the standard schedule.

Ultimately, trading and business operations want to arrive at the appropriate 
level for bilateral IMs, which now have to be posted on a gross basis; 
traditionally, the net amount had been transferred. Any situation in which a 
counterparty delivers collateral in excess of the risk exposures leads to extra 
costs and is inefficient. Therefore, analytics are required not only to compute 
the correct market value but to represent correct margin levels by simulating 
intraday market movements and price changes. An inability to calculate the 
correct margin leads to significant under- or over-collateralisation.

Fielding margin calls
The collateral management department is responsible for making and managing 
daily margin calls. However, within each firm, functions vary, overlap and are 
shared. For example, portfolio managers, upon receiving a margin call, are 
responsible for ensuring eligible assets are available to be delivered.

Collateral calls will present a credit risk – a stress test of sorts – as the 
increasing frequency of calls directly impacts operational units.

Frequency of collateral calls increases with the shift to daily calls for variation 
margin, price alignment interest and accrued income. Intraday calls also 
contribute to proper transparency in and across all workflows, and each call 
must be properly managed. While many firms have undertaken a daily call 
workflow, satisfactory execution is not yet a given, as inefficiencies in managing 
and call response remain a primary concern of end-users.

As a consequence, futures commission merchants (FCMs) that solicit and 
accept orders to buy or sell futures contracts, options and swaps are spending 
more on wire fees, which takes a toll on processing costs and will become more 
of a factor in end-user charges.

The speed in responding to calls is affected by the time necessary to select 
collateral to deliver. The collateral provider makes a unilateral decision in 
supplying assets, given they are eligible, and considers collateral costs – as well 
as the issuing party’s haircuts and impact on collateral inventory – in exercising 
an optimisation strategy. Compressing collateral calls into shorter time frames 
to reduce risk between the time an exposure limit breach occurs and the time of 
receipt covering a collateral call remains a challenge.

Call notifications for collateral to the client vary but are typically received at 
the start of the day, with a window to comply by early afternoon. If a call arrives 
before 11am Eastern Standard Time (EST), the response is expected by 4pm EST. 
Given that collateral is valued using previous close-of-day marks and a 24-hour 
delivery time, how quickly collateral can be allocated and processed can vary.

Size of calls, such as frequency, will be a function of volatility in the values 
of transactions and collateral posted and subject to offsets available in netting. 
On net, size of calls will increase as previous calls from multiple parties will be 
funnelled through the CCP/FCM as a single call.

High volumes of collateral movement require monitoring and settlement 
workflows. Clearing houses generally have the infrastructure to perform 
substitutions easily, given the common exchange of cash for bonds or other 

eligible assets to meet margin requirements. Due to intraday calls, volume of 
calls increases for FCMs as direct clearing members to CCPs. Timing for collateral 
call response is shorter for a clearing member to the CCP in an imbalance, where 
collateral can be posted or positions reduced in response. For clients, volume of 
calls may be reduced as the participant moves from a string of counterparties to 
a handful of FCMs.

Conclusion
Collateral management has gone from a chore relegated to the back office to 
a mission-critical, enterprise-wide operation with many impacts. Participants in 
derivatives markets need to revamp and continually refine their wider collateral 
operating models.

As collateral/margining management has become a central business function, 
it must be fully integrated and closely linked to treasury, trading, risk and financial 
management because cleared OTC and non-cleared OTC derivatives traders must 
pledge significant and high-quality collateral to meet IM and IA requirements.

At the same time, firms are moving away from posting all collateral as cash 
and are increasingly using securities as collateral, as the need for collateral will 
be too great. Traders, portfolio managers, risk managers, operations staff and all 
those with ‘skin in the game’ have adopted a more sophisticated, enterprise-
wide approach to optimising collateral pools. Together, they need to work to 
determine the upfront costs of executing the trade and choose the clearing 
venue or venues accordingly.

With CCPs now requiring high-quality collateral, asset optimisation of 
derivatives portfolios is essential to reducing risk and capital charges. Financial 
institutions have adapted their current collateral management strategies to 
address operational inefficiencies and market constraints that restrict their ability 
to value and to optimise collateral use across business lines. These institutions 
need to have the flexibility to customise the calculation methodology for margin 
and report on margin positions intraday.

As US and European Union regulators refine the regulatory environment, 
they are likely to require more reporting from market participants, who will have 
to remain nimble in adjusting to the new obligations. Yet, despite the constant 
spectre of regulation, innovation behind the scenes is alive as industry vendors 
and service providers are putting forth solutions and alliances intended to cost 
effectively facilitate collateral payments and related services.

Ultimately, optimal collateral and margining management requires many 
more people, including front-, middle- and back-office staff, than before and may 
require new hires.

Firms that want to avoid collateral chaos will have to revamp workflows, 
reassess IT infrastructures and rethink governance as regulatory mandates 
and their resulting inefficiencies create opportunities to generate incremental 
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3 Hypothetical cross-margining example

Risk categories & risk factors

This is an abridged version of an Openlink white paper, the full version of which can be 
downloaded from: http://bit.ly/2gItUqD
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Chartis research services

In addition to flagship industry reports, Chartis offers customised information 
and consulting services. Our in-depth knowledge of the financial technology 
(fintech) market and best practice allows us to provide high-quality and cost-
effective advice to our clients. If you found this report informative, you may be 
interested in the following services from Chartis.

Fintech buyers
If you are purchasing a fintech solution, Chartis’s vendor selection service is 
designed to help you find the most appropriate solution for your needs.
Chartis monitors the market to identify the strengths and weaknesses of 
different fintech solutions, and track the post-sales performance of companies 
selling and implementing these systems. Our market intelligence includes key 
decision criteria such as total cost of ownership comparisons and customer 
satisfaction ratings.

Our research and advisory services cover a range of fintech topics, such as 
trading systems, collateral management, risk management, data aggregation, 
analytics and business intelligence.

Our vendor selection services include:
• Buy versus build decision support.
• Business and functional requirements gathering.
• Identification of suitable implementation partners.
• Review of vendor proposals.
• Assessment of vendor presentations and demonstrations.
• Definition and execution of proof-of-concept projects.
• Due-diligence activities.

Fintech vendors: Strategy
Chartis can provide specific strategy advice to fintech vendors and innovators, 
with a special focus on growth strategy, product direction, go-to-market plans, 
and more. Some of our specific offerings include:
•  Market analysis, including market segmentation, market demands, buyer needs 

and competitive forces.
•  Strategy sessions focused on aligning product and company direction, based 

on analyst data, research and market intelligence.
•  Advice on go-to-market positioning, messaging and lead generation.
•  Advice on pricing strategy, alliance strategy and licensing/pricing models.

Fintech vendors: Thought leadership
Fintech vendors can also engage Chartis to provide thought leadership on 
industry trends in the form of in-person speeches and webinars, as well as 

custom research and thought-leadership reports. Target audiences and objectives 
range from internal teams to customer and user conferences. Some recent 
examples include:
•  Participation on a panel of experts at a global user conference for a leading 

global fintech vendor.
•  Custom research and thought-leadership paper on latest financial services 

regulations and implications for technology solutions.
•  Webinar on new fintech solutions for customer onboarding and due diligence.
•  Internal education of sales team on key regulatory and business trends and 

engaging C-level decision-makers.

How to use research and 
services from Chartis
Whether you are a buyer or a vendor, Chartis provides customised fintech solutions to improve business performance

ABOUT CHARTIS
Chartis is the leading provider of research and analysis on the global market 
for risk technology. It is part of Incisive Risk Information, which owns market-
leading brands such as Risk and WatersTechnology. Chartis’s goal is to support 
enterprises as they drive business performance through better risk management, 
corporate governance and compliance and to help clients make informed 
technology and business decisions by providing in-depth analysis and actionable 
advice on virtually all aspects of risk technology.  Areas of expertise include: 

• Credit risk 
• Operational risk and governance, risk and compliance 
• Market risk 
• Asset-liability management and liquidity risk 
• Energy and commodity trading risk 
•  Financial crime, including trader surveillance, anti-fraud and anti-money 

laundering 
• Cyber risk management 
• Insurance risk 
•  Regulatory requirements including Basel II/III, Dodd-Frank, Emir and  

Solvency II 

Chartis is solely focused on risk and compliance technology, giving it a significant 
advantage over generic market analysts. Chartis has brought together a leading 
team of analysts and advisers from the risk management and financial services 
industries. This team has hands-on experience of implementing and developing 
risk management systems and programs for Fortune 500 companies and leading 
consulting houses.

 
Visit www.chartis-research.com for more information, or join our global online 
community at www.risktech-forum.com 


